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Purpose of “Get Point” (Google Play)
It is a cost-free application for professionals and amateurs who need to record coordinates (GPS 
data) in aggregated manner (groups) and send results to Google Earth. 

Once your phone has installed the app Get Point and you will start working with the app, it will use 
available satellite signals to locate your geographic position. Get Point only works on phones with 
Android
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 Installation of the application ;

 Download "Get Point - GPS" from the "Google Play Store" (App Store

Look for the Google Play Store Icon on your phone, enter “Get Point GPS”

SENEGAL INDIA



and press the button “install”.

Then press “open”. When opening the app for the 

first time, you normally will be asked, if the app can 
have access to your location, which means that GPS 

data collection and communication with satellites 

will be allowed. Click “yes” and accept.

First you only will see only this empty screen here:



Before you start using the app, make sure that the 
GPS location service for your phone is really turned 

on. You can find these settings under security settings 

or privacy settings, where you can grant the app 

access to your location data.

Using the app Get Point – GPS for 
GPS data collection: 

Getting started:

Once you have opened the app, the app needs to 

search for satellites available in the sky, so it can 
connect to them and position itself on the world 

surface and the place you are standing on.

Therefore you need to push the button with the 
satellite image 

When it turns blue, it is activated. Now it can take up 
to 5 to 10 minutes, until it finds and connects to the 

satellites circulating in the earth´s orbit and 

atmosphere.



When activating the app for the first time (through 
pressing the satellite button), it will ask you to first

create a new group. You will find the following 

message:

If the “New Group” window does not pop up by 
itself, please go to three dots on the right top, press 

them, then click the tab “Group” and then the tab 

“new group” 



Press yes, and enter a name as above and push ok :

This is helpful, as you can structure the collected 

data and save several points in one group, if they 

belong to one and the same feature that you map 

(eg. a forest or a plantation).

At a later stage of the process, you will transfer them 
to the computer as one group named after the 

mapped feature, so you know immediately what the 

data is about. After having pressed “yes”, a 

keyboard will pop up and you can write the name of 

the feature, eg "forest 1" and press “ok”



At least 4 satellites are needed, to calculate your 
position. You will see on the right top, the number of 

satellites available in the sky (here 21) and the 

number with which the device can already 
communicate the position (5). The more satellites the 

app can find, the more the positioning is exact (with 

4 satellites about 15 meters, with 7 satellites about 10 
meters, with 12 satellites about 5meters). At the 

bottom left you can read the estimated altitude, and 

the positioning in decimal degrees as latitude and 

longitude. If you now press the button with the pin 
this position will be saved as "point 1" in the device 
within the group "plantation 1"



To gather the maximum of information it is essential 
to write all the other information and observations in 

a notebook, which correspond to each group,

number or date / time on the saved items/ features 

in the field. If you map a garden or cultivation, for 

example, please note what kind of crops are grown,



Saving data on your phone As soon as you have 
finished recording all the important accessible corner 

points (please refer to document “Mapping 

Example” for procedure) and features, you can 

open a "pull down" menu to save the groups (and 
their points) locally in your phone. Open the Main 

Menu at the top right (the three points displayed)

Now press "Generate KMZ / KML". KMZ/ KML is the 
data format, which will be needed for the 

programme Google Earth Pro



A new window will pop up. You are asked to create 
a new file (New Folder), you confirm with  OK

To make sure that the coordinates are properly 
registered, confirm with "OK" 



Now, as soon as you have an Internet network 
available (mobile or WiFI) you can send the points to 

any e-mail box you want or you send the files via 

bluetooth. You must first go to your data manager 

either in the internal memory or on the memory card 

(called File Manager, File Explorer, My Files >Device 

Storage) of your device. Here you can easily now
find the folder you have created ("parcel test",
“mapping” or the name of your village)

Now press the coordinates file (in KML), where you 
saved them) very long. And then press SEND. The 

mobile phone proposes to you to send the file(s) to 

your e-mail box or to send it via Bluetooth (with the 

latter option, select the device where it should be

sent to and make sure your computer has turned on 

Bluetooth and can receive files). If you do not have 

an email address or your computer does not support

Bluetooth (search for it in computer settings), you 
can also transfer the data via cable, if you connect
your phone to the computer with the cable.



If you are sending it per mail, just enter the recipient
and the object, and press the arrow or the button 

“send”. And here, voila, are the coordinates already 

attached and sent immediately! 

You can open the mail on your computer and safe it 
locally in a folder named after the village where you 

took the data. When you go to Google Earth or 

Google Earth pro, they can be opened directly and 
you will “fly” you to the exact position of your parcel 

GPS points from village forest in 
actual „Horizont 3000“ project in 
central Senegal


